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Given an even, nonnegative, Lebesgue measurable weight A=A(a) (a&R 1 ) with /A<oo, let Z be the (real) Hilbert space of Lebesgue measurable functions ƒ with f* (-a Given a Hardy weight, it can be proved that B +/~, the minimal splitting field, needs some explanation. Given a pair of fields B" and B + (such as the past and future described above), a field BCB~ is a splitting field of B"" and B + if, conditional on B, B + is independent of B~, B~~ is itself a splitting field, the intersection of two splitting fields is again a splitting field, and a minimal splitting field exists, coinciding in the present (Gaussian) case with the field B +/~ of the projection of the future upon the past. Given a Hardy weight A = | h \ 2 , or what is the same, if the tail field B"~°° is trivial, the motion splits over its germ (B +/~ = B 0+ ) if and only if Z +/~ = Z 0+ , and according to the result announced above, that happens if and only if hr l is an entire function of minimal exponential type; this is the principal probabilistic result of the investigation. To the best of our knowledge, the only published fact about B 0+ is the lemma of Tutubalin-Freidlin [Teor. Veroyatnost. i Primenen. 1 (1961), 196-199] that if A is larger than the reciprocal of a polynomial near ± oo, then B 0+ = B..
